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Jerusalem in America’s Foreign
Policy, 1947-1997
By Shlomo Slonim
Kluwer Law International
The Hague,1998
421 pages
Reviewed by George E. Gruen

Because the
question of
Jerusalem is gen-
erally recognized
as one of the
most emotional-
ly-charged and
politically and
religiously most
significant issues
in the entire
Arab-Israel con-

flict, experienced American diplomats
such as Dr. Henry Kissinger have
advised leaving resolution of issues
relating to Jerusalem to the end of the
peace process.  But now that Israel and
the Palestinian National Authority
(PNA) have entered into permanent
status talks, and President Clinton has
actively supported their efforts to
achieve a comprehensive agreement by
September of this year, the many unre-
solved issues concerning the city are
finally on the table. 

What positions should Washington
support when faced with conflicting
positions such as the following:  Yasir
Arafat’s claim that Jewish housing pro-
jects and settlements in East Jerusalem
are illegal and his demand that the
Arab-inhabited part of the city must
be recognized as the capital of an inde-
pendent Palestinian state;  Israel’s insis-
tence that all of reunified Jerusalem
within the expanded municipal bor-
ders established by Israel in 1967 be
acknowledged as the capital of Israel,
and that the American embassy be
moved promptly, as Congress has
repeatedly mandated, from Tel Aviv to
Jerusalem?  What of the rival claims of
Jordan and the PNA to administer the

Muslim shrines, and the demands of
the Vatican, and other Christian
denominations for a special statute to
govern the Holy Places?  The Pope’s
recent visit to the Holy Land once
again highlighted these concerns.

As Americans look for guidelines for
a realistic and constructive approach
that avoids the pitfalls and failures of
the past, they would do well to consult
Professor Shlomo Slonim’s new book,
Jerusalem in America’s Foreign Policy,
1947-1997. This is a remarkably
comprehensive and multi-faceted
examination of the evolution of U.S.
policy toward Jerusalem over the half-
century since 1947 when the issue was
first brought to the United Nations.  A
distinguished scholar of American gov-
ernment and diplomacy at the Hebrew
University, Slonim not only traces the
history of the Jerusalem issue, but also
analyzes the complex political and
legal factors, both domestic and inter-
national, which have shaped American
executive decisions.  This book is the
result of the author’s meticulous
research, which included the painstak-
ing examination of documents in
diplomatic archives on three conti-
nents, national and presidential
libraries, interviews with many of the
key persons involved in the decision-
making process and scholars in the
United States, Britain, the United
Nations, Israel and the Middle East.
Professor Slonim has uncovered many
fascinating details about the formula-
tion of policy, as well as the inconsis-
tencies and contradictions that were
sometimes glossed over in official dec-
larations.  He also examines the inter-
play of the White House and the
Congress, which has in recent years
taken an increasingly assertive role in
support of pro-Israeli positions.

Professor Slonim examines, in
chronological order, the major periods
in the evolution of international policy
toward Jerusalem and the American
position at each stage:  The first is

titled “Support for Territorial
Internationalization (1947-1950).”
He notes that at that time the United
States — as well as Israel (reluctantly)
— accepted the internationalization of
an enlarged area of Jerusalem, includ-
ing Bethlehem, as part of the United
Nations General Assembly 1947 plan
to partition Palestine into a Jewish and
an Arab state.  The United States
backed away when the United Nations
failed to prevent Arab attacks against
the Jewish population in the Old City.
The U.S. also shares the blame for this
failure, he contends, since Washington
was unprepared to pay the costs of
administering the city and imposing a
solution, and refused to commit
American peacekeeping troops,
because this would legitimize the
Kremlin’s demand to send Russian
troops, which Washington was deter-
mined to prevent, as the Cold War
struggle with the Soviet Union was
then at its height. 

Consequently, at the end of the
heavy fighting in the 1948 Arab-Israeli
war, Jerusalem was divided between
the Jordanian forces that occupied the
Old City and East Jerusalem, and the
Israelis, who held the New City or
Western Jerusalem.  Slonim argues
that the failure of the UN and the
U.S. to do anything to save the Jews of
the Old City from expulsion had, in
effect, ended their moral right to insist
on internationalization.  Subsequent
UN efforts to do so failed to get the
necessary two-thirds majority when
the Soviet bloc withdrew its support
for internationalization.  Based on his
research, Slonim concludes that
Moscow decided it did not wish to
strengthen the international prestige of
the Vatican, which the Kremlin
increasingly saw as a major global
rival. (These fears were subsequently
proven correct when Pope John Paul II
played a major role in helping his
native Poland free itself from Soviet
domination.)
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The second period, which Slonim
terms the “Dormant Interlude, 1951-
1967,” saw the United States gradually
adjust to the fact of a divided
Jerusalem.  After initially protesting
the move of the Israeli Foreign
Ministry from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem,
American officials conducted normal
business with the Israeli government in
Jerusalem.  However, the U.S. embassy
remained in Tel Aviv, and Washington
did not formally recognize either
Israeli or Jordanian sovereignty in the
city. There was officially one
American consulate in Jerusalem, with
offices in both sides of the divided city.
It had the anomalous position of being
administratively removed from the
embassy in Tel Aviv. The Jerusalem
consulate reported directly to
Washington.  All children born to
American citizens living in the city
had their place of birth listed simply as
“Jerusalem.”  Efforts are currently
under way in Congress to require the
administration to add “Israel” to any
documents issued by the Jerusalem
consulate.

The third section of the book covers
“Jerusalem Reunified in the Wake of
the 1967 Six-Day War” and consists of
five chapters.  Slonim examines in
detail the debate over the status of East
Jerusalem.  In contrast to the asser-
tions by some former American diplo-
mats that United States policy was
consistent, he demonstrates that, in
fact, it was marked by controversy,
confusion and contradiction.  For
example, Slonim points out that
President Lyndon Johnson refused to
formally declare East Jerusalem occu-
pied territory and explicitly cited only
the religious Holy Sites as legitimate
matters of international concern.  By
way of contrast, the Nixon administra-
tion stamped East Jerusalem as “occu-
pied territory” and the Bush adminis-
tration even objected to Israeli con-
struction in that area.  President
Ronald Reagan refused to term Israeli
settlement policy as illegal, but did
regard it as an obstacle to peace. 

The Camp David agreement nearly
fell apart when Premier Menachem
Begin threatened to leave after

President Jimmy Carter proposed to
include in a letter to Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat that the U.S.
regarded East Jerusalem as occupied
territory.  In his post-Camp David let-
ter to Carter, Sadat had insisted that
“Arab Jerusalem is an integral part of
the West Bank.”  But on the religious
issues, the Egyptian, Israeli and
American positions were essentially in
agreement.  Sadat proposed:  “All peo-
ple must have free access to the City
and enjoy the free exercise of worship
and the right to visit and transit to the
holy places without distinction or dis-
crimination.  The holy places of each
faith may be placed under the admin-
istration and control of their represen-
tatives.”  A similar position has since
been enunciated by Jordanian and
some Palestinian officials.  Because of
the fundamental disagreement on
issues of sovereignty and political con-
trol, there was no explicit discussion of
Jerusalem in the text of the Camp
David Agreement.

In the fourth and final section of the
book, he discusses “Jerusalem Under
the Oslo Accords,” and has chapters
that examine “The Struggle for Peace
and Unity” and finally “Jerusalem: The
Challenge of Indivisibility.”  Although
Professor Slonim effectively cites the
legal arguments why Jordan, which
occupied east Jerusalem in the 1948
war, did not have legal title, and
indeed, it was recognized internation-
ally only by Pakistan, he does not fully
deal with the issue of the rights to self-
determination claimed by the indige-
nous Palestinian residents of the city.

In an appendix, the book contains
the text of the Jerusalem Embassy Act
of 1995 under which Congress, passed
by overwhelming majorities in both
houses, declared as a “Statement of the
Policy of the United States.— (1)
Jerusalem should remain an undivided
city in which the rights of every ethnic
and religious group are protected; (2)
Jerusalem should be recognized as the
capital of the State of Israel; and (3)
the United States Embassy in Israel
should be established in Jerusalem no
later than May 31, 1999.” (This date
was picked because it was to mark the

end of the period for resolving all
“final status” issues between Israel and
the Palestinians, including Jerusalem.
The deadline has passed without any
agreement.) 

The law carried the sanction that
50% of the State Department’s budget
would be withheld unless the
Jerusalem embassy was opened by the
deadline.  Because of powerful lobby-
ing by the White House, using the
argument that this was an illegal
usurpation of the President’s
Constitutional authority in foreign
affairs, the law included a provision
allowing the President to waive the
implementation of the law for six-
months at a time “if he determines
and reports to Congress in advance
that such suspension is necessary to
protect the national security interests
of the United States.” 

President Clinton has repeatedly
invoked this provision to delay moving
the embassy, arguing that it was a vital
U.S. national interest not to disrupt
the delicate peace talks still in progress.
However, supporters of a speedy
embassy move point out that the site
that the U.S. has purchased for its new
embassy in Israel is indisputably in
West Jerusalem, namely the part of the
city that has been under Israeli juris-
diction since 1948.  A move there
would not infringe upon or prejudice
Palestinian claims.  Slonim is very crit-
ical of the “pattern of equivocation” by
the Administration with regard to the
embassy matter, pointing out, as have
many members of Congress, that this
American position is not helpful
because it may raise unrealistic
Palestinian expectations that even West
Jerusalem is negotiable! A similar point
was made by Jerusalem Mayor Ehud
Olmert (during a visit to New York on
February 17, 2000), who rebutted the
Clinton position, arguing that “the
opposite is true, namely, that refrain-
ing from moving the embassy would
be detrimental to the peace process
because it creates inflated and unrealis-
tic expectations” among the
Palestinians that leads them to reject “a
real and genuine compromise.”

Reviewing the historical record,
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Slonim notes that “throughout the
centuries pilgrims have journeyed to
Jerusalem to worship and to engage in
supplication, study and contempla-
tion.  Freedom of access has ever been
a critical issue in the existence of the
City, and it is a fundamental plank in
American policy on Jerusalem.”
Because of the violent events of 1948
and the tragic consequences of 19
years of a divided city, when Jews were
denied access to the Old City and the
Western Wall, Slonim concludes “ever
since 1967 American policy has been
premised on one fundamental princi-
ple critically linked with freedom of
access — that Jerusalem must never
again be divided.” 

I recommend Shlomo Slonim’s out-
standing work not only to students of
history and diplomacy, but to all who
are politically active and concerned
with insuring that American policy
remains faithful to this fundamental
principle.

As an Adjunct Professor of International
Affairs, Dr. George E. Gruen has taught
graduate courses on American Politics
and the Arab-Israel Conflict at
Columbia University’s School of
International and Public Affairs, and
has analyzed the evolution of American
policy on Jerusalem in his annual articles
on “The United States, Israel and The
Middle East,” in the American Jewish
Year Book. From 1962 to 1990 he was
Director of Israel & Middle East Affairs
at the American Jewish Committee.
Among his numerous publications is a
monograph on Jerusalem and the Peace
Process (New York:  American Jewish
Committee, International Perspectives
# 23 (November 1993).

The 39 Melochos  
An Elucidation of the 39 Melochos
from Concept to PracticalApplication
by Rabbi Dovid Ribiat
Feldheim Publishers, 1999
Four Volumes, 2,794 pages  
Reviewed by Rabbi Leibel Rockove

For genera-
tions Torah lead-
ers have be-
moaned the
paucity of
knowledge of the
laws of Shabbos
and the resultant
Shabbos desecra-
tion by the gen-
eral population.
Sophisticated

knowledge of the Shabbos laws is the
purview of a precious few.  Rabbi
Dovid Ribiat, author of The 39
Melochos, suggests two possible reasons
for this situation:  Firstly, the Shabbos
laws are extremely complex and pre-
sent a challenge even for the talmid
chacham.  Secondly, the lack of a clear,
structured presentation of the Shabbos
laws in the Talmud and the Shulchan
Aruch makes it difficult to gain an
overall picture of the halachos. The
object of Rabbi Ribiat’s work is to pre-
sent the Shabbos laws in a systematic
and logical sequence, enabling a clear
understanding of those laws. 

Our generation has seen a dramatic
increase in the thirst for Torah knowl-
edge and understanding.  People from
all walks of life are finding time to
devote to Torah study.  Laymen are
now expressing a genuine interest in
acquiring a firm grasp of the laws that
affect them every week. 

Even for those who benefited from
years of yeshivah education, mastery of
the Shabbos laws requires years of
study.  In addition, modern technology
presents fresh problems and questions
requiring technical understanding in
addition to halachic expertise.  Thus,
individuals on all levels of knowledge
require an address to resolve their prac-
tical questions and to provide an
understanding of the underlying prin-
ciples of the laws of Shabbos.  The 39

Melachos is such a work.
Upon studying its contents, the read-

er quickly senses that he is in the class-
room of a master teacher, skillfully
guiding his students from the paradig-
matic work performed in the Tabernacle
to its modern day extrapolations.  For
example, we are shown how the
melachah of boneh (building), which
originally involved constructing the
walls of the Mishkan, is a source for
questions about landscaping, arranging
rocks as a garden border, and even kick-
ing a stone back to the place from
which it was dislodged.

An admirable aspect of this work is
that it keeps the reader abreast of the
most recent questions. For example, a
few years ago a controversy arose over
whether the use of a “crockpot” on
Shabbos violates the rabbinical restric-
tion of hatmonoh (insulating).  In clear
and precise terms, the author presents
both sides of the issue.

For the most advanced scholar, there
are two features of this sefer which
make it invaluable:  the extensive foot-
notes and the practical information
that the author has gathered, including
his correspondence with manufacturers
concerning the makeup or use of their
products.  One is impressed not only
by the breadth of the author’s knowl-
edge, but also by his mastery of the
technical aspects essential to properly
applying the halachah.

The work is enhanced by numero u s
illustrations which concretely clarify
the concepts described.  This vast re f e re n c e
p rovides a firm foundation for those
i n t e rested in gaining a sophisticated
k n owledge of the laws of Shabbos.  It is
a monumental work and should serve
as an invaluable s o u rce for Jews on all leve l s
of know l e d g e .

Rabbi Rockove is rabbi of Khal Nachlas
Avos/Elmhurst Jewish Center (N.Y.).  He
is currently on the faculty of Shevach
High School.  As of this Fall, he will be
the m e n a h e l of Mesivta of Roslyn (N.Y. ) .
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The Heroic Struggle
The Arrest and Liberation of Rabbi
Yosef Y. Schneersohn of Lubavitch in
Soviet Russia
By Rabbi Dr. Alter B. Metzger
Kehot Publication Society
Brooklyn, NY 1999
344 pages
Reviewed by Zalman Alpert

It may be said
that while Eretz
Yisrael was always
the heart of the
Jewish people,
Czarist Russia
was the soul of
the Jewish peo-
ple.  In modern
times, practically
all major Jewish

intellectual, philosophical and mystical
systems developed within the bound-
aries of Russia.  The Musar movement
was founded by Rav Israel Lipkin in
Lithuania.  The Chassidic movement
was established by Rabbi Israel ben
Eliezer in the Ukraine, and Chabad, a
very specific offshoot of the Chassidic
movement, was formulated by Rabbi
Schneur Zalman of Liadi in White
Russia.  The modern Yeshivah move-
ment personified by the Volozhiner
Yeshivah, founded by Rabbi Chaim of
Volozhin in Lithuania, and its off-
shoot, the Brisker derech — an analyti-
cal approach to Talmudic study— was
fine-tuned by Rabbi Chaim
Soloveitchik of Lithuania.  The
Religious Zionist movement was for-
mulated by such Russian rabbis as
Rabbi J.I. Reines and Shmuel
Mohiliver. Thus, until the start of the
First World War in 1914, Russia was
the spiritual and intellectual center of
World Jewry.

The “Great War” brought great
upheaval to Russian Jewry, but follow-
ing the end of the war in 1918, it was
expected that Russia would take its
place again in the forefront of Jewish
spiritual life.  All of these expectations
changed with the establishment of the
Communist regime in Russia, and its
subsequent declaration of war against
all organized religion, including the

Jewish religion.  Most of us know very
little about this war against Judaism in
Soviet Russia and even less know
about how religious Jews resisted and
fought back.

The Heroic Struggle details the trials
and tribulations of the sixth
Lubavitcher Rebbe, Rabbi Joseph I.
Schneersohn (1888-1950) in Soviet
Russia, especially his arrest in 1927,
his trial and his subsequent liberation.
The translator and editor of this book
is the well-known Lubavitcher Chassid,
Rabbi Dr. Alter B. Metzger, who is a
professor of Jewish studies at Stern
College, Yeshiva University in New
York.  Dr. Metzger is the author of
several noteworthy monographs and
articles on the Lubavitch movement,
as well as on the thought of the first
chief rabbi of Palestine, Rabbi
Abraham Isaac Kook. 

In this volume, Metzger translates
the diary of Rabbi Schneersohn as it
relates to his arrest and liberation.
Also included are translations of sup-
plemental sources authored by Rabbi
Joseph I. Schneersohn himself; his
son-in-law, Rabbi Menachem Mendel.
Schneerson who succeeded him as the
seventh and last Lubavitcher Rebbe;
and by other Lubavitcher Chassidim
close to the events.  

The result is a dramatic and emo-
tionally charged account of the Rebbe’s
arrest by the Communist regime; his
violent interrogation; his noble behav-
ior throughout his imprisonment; the
final efforts to release him; and his
subsequent release and “exile” to
Latvia.  The diary represents an impor-
tant spiritual document, a meditation
on how deep personal courage based
on an abiding trust in Hashem, bita-
chon, helped the Rebbe withstand his
interrogation and imprisonment at the
hands of the Communist security ser-
vices. The Rebbe’s view of himself as
the successor to the Chabad leadership
greatly assisted him in mustering the
mesirat nefesh needed to withstand the
tactics of torture and confusion.  As
such, this volume serves to remind the
readers of the power of bitachon and of
the mesirat nefesh of gedolei Yisrael in
their quest throughout the ages to pre-

serve Yiddishkeit. The translators and
editors deserve our thanks for bringing
these documents to the attention of
English-speaking Jews.

There is no doubt about the fact
that Rabbi Joseph I. Schneersohn was
the central figure in Jewish religious
resistance to the Communist war on
religion, as well as the dominant rab-
binic figure in Russia at this time.  He
operated a network of religious schools
— yeshivot and chedarim — amongst
other religious activities.  Rabbi
Schneersohn united practically all seg-
ments of Russian religious Jewry under
his leadership, including Mitnagdim,
other Chassidic groups and Russia’s
Oriental Jewish communities, includ-
ing the Bucharian ,Georgian and
Mountain Jews.  In fact, most other
important rabbis decided to leave
Russia after the Communist regime
was in power.  For a short while, the
Navardok musar yeshivah network was
very active in the Ukraine; but they,
too, made a decision to leave the
Soviet Union. With their departure,
the last significant vestige of
Lithuanian yeshivot departed from
Soviet Russia.  In addition, individual
gedolim such as Rav Chaim Ozer
decided to return to Vilna from
Yekatrinislov and the saintly Chofetz
Chaim decided to leave Russia for
Radin, now in Poland.  As recorded by
his biographer, Rabbi Moshe M.
Yashar, the Chofetz Chaim stated years
later that he regretted his decision, and
felt that he should have stayed and
fought the Communists for the preser-
vation of Jewish religious life.

Perhaps the greatest flaw in the vol-
ume before us is the author’s failure to
provide the  reader with the appropri-
ate historical background information
concerning the ongoing struggle of the
Communist Party, and its Jewish
henchmen, against traditional Jewish
religious institutions and values.  In
addition, very little is related detailing
the actual activities of the Rebbe in
Russia.  While we are informed of the
Rebbe’s arrest, we are left in the dark as
to why the Rebbe was arrested.  Thus
the actual background of his arrest is
glossed over.  Several introductory
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pages by the late Dr. William
Brickman are included with this in
mind, yet they fail to convey the true
historical background of the Rebbe’s
arrest.  Thus for all its value and power
as a document of mesirat nefesh, the
volume is transformed into a chronicle
of suffering and resistance — of impor-
tance chiefly to those seeking spiritual
inspiration in their faith.  As such, its
importance is more in the realm of an
ethical, awe-inspiring and didactic
tract, rather than a work of history.

In fact, the Rebbe’s arrest must be
framed against the all out Communist
war against religion.  The Communist
regime fought all organized religion,
including the Russian Orthodox
Church, the Roman Catholic Church
in the Ukraine and the Muslim reli-
gion in Asiatic Russia.  This struggle
took a particularly amazing turn in
regards to Judaism, due to the fact that
Judaism’s chief opponents were
Communist Jews who actually advo-
cated the persecution of religious Jews.
Organized as the Yevsektzia (the Jewish
section of the Communist party),
these misguided Jews sought to create
a Godless, secular, Yiddish-speaking
Jewish life in Russia.  In regards to the
arrest of the Rebbe, however, it must
be noted that in the years 1921-1926
— that is, the early years of the Soviet
New Economic Policy (NEP) — this
struggle against religion was not yet
going full blast.  This allowed the
Lubavitcher Rebbe to organize many of
his educational and religious endeavors
in a quasi-legal manner.  In addition,
the Rebbe was involved in an intense
power struggle with the organized
Jewish Community of Leningrad
(LERO), headed by Lev Gurevich, a
former Zionist activist, and by its chief
rabbi, the famous Lithuanian gaon, the
Suvalker Rav, Rabbi David Tevel
Katzenellenbogen (1850-1930).

LERO was the best organized Jewish
religious community in Communist
Russia.  In 1927, the leaders of LERO
wished to call an all-Russian Jewish
religious conference to discuss many
religious issues as well as the establish-
ment of a rabbinical seminary. This
conference sought to extend the influ-

ence of LERO throughout Russia.
Since LERO was supported by
Zionists and Maskilim, the Rebbe saw
this proposed conference as a grave
threat to Orthodox religious life, as
well as to his own activities in Russia,
which included a Beit Midrash
L’rabbonim in Nevel that trained reli-
gious functionaries, as well as a net-
work of smaller yeshivot throughout
Russia.

In brief, the Rebbe felt that LERO
was dominated by more modern
Jewish elements and was probably
infiltrated by Communists.  The
Rebbe’s activities were chiefly funded
by the American Jewish Joint
Distribution Committee, and the
Rebbe may have seen LERO’s activities
as a threat to this funding.  In addi-
tion, he felt their true goal was to
reform Jewish life through the creation
of a modern rabbinical seminary to
train modern rabbis.  All attempts by
the Rebbe to dissuade Rabbi
Katzenellenbogen from supporting this
conference came to naught.  From
existing sources it is unclear what
LERO was really after, though in all
probability the Rebbe was on to some-
thing.  However, before the conference
could be realized, the Rebbe was
arrested.  What exactly instigated the
arrest is hard to pinpoint.  In fact, by
1927 the Communist war on religion
was in full swing and the Rebbe was
accurately seen by the Communists
and their Jewish lackies as the chief
threat to their hegemony over Jewish
life.  Thus, Lubavitch sources imply
that his arrest by the Communist
regime was instigated by some LERO
activists.  This seems doubtful, as soon
afterwards, in 1929, Chairman
Gurevich was also arrested, together
with numerous other LERO leaders.
Rabbi Katzenellenbogen died a natural
death in 1930 and LERO itself was
disbanded that year, although it had
ceased to function by early 1929.

Both the Rebbe and LERO eventul-
ly had successor organizations.
Lubavitch activities continue in Russia
until this very day.  Underground
yeshivot, schools, shechitah and mikvaot
continued to function, even after the

Rebbe’s exile.  LERO activities contin-
ued as official synagogues in important
Russian cities. 

Finally, I must sadly note another
example at attempted revisionism in
recording Jewish history.  Although
Rabbi Metzger has done an excellent
job in translating these essays into
English, his identity as a Chassid took
precedence, in one instance, over his
role as an academic.  First let me pref-
ace by stating that I have been familiar
with the original materials since my
teenage years, and their emotion-
charged impact had me re-reading
them many times.  In 1997, another
official Lubavitch publishing house
issued a translation of the central part
of the Rebbe’s diary under the title A
Prince in Prison, translated by Uri
Kaploun.  After reading the new trans-
lation, I compared it with Kaploun’s
translation.  It is then that I noticed
that a number of short paragraphs had
been omitted by Rabbi Metzger. Thus
the arrested Rebbe’s last words in his
home, prior to leaving for the Soviet
jail, were a brachah to his little grand-
son (his only grandchild), Sholom Ber
Gourary, son of his daughter and elder
son-in-law Rabbi Shmaryahu Gourary
(died 1990).  The Rebbe blessed his
grandson in his crib with tremendous
and very meaningful brachot, amongst
them “that this child grow to be the
greatest of his brothers.” (Since young
Sholom Ber had no actual brothers, the
meaning here is clear.)  Rabbi Metzger
takes care of these blessings with the
following line, “I also went to give my
departing blessing to my grandson who
was sleeping in his crib...”(page 38),
thereby omitting four paragraphs
included in Kaploun’s English transla-
tion from the original text. 

To those readers familiar with the
events within the Lubavitch communi-
ty of the last 10 years, these omissions
are understandable.  Sholom Ber
Gourary, now known as Barry
Gourary and his mother, Rebbetzin
Chanah Gourary, contested the sev-
enth Lubavitcher Rebbe’s decision
regarding the fate of the library of
Rabbi Joseph Isaac Schneersohn.  This
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led to a series of ugly court battles and
the blacklisting in Chabad history of
Barry Gourary, his mother and the
previous Rebbe’s private secretary and
librarian, Reb Chaim Lieberman.
Alas, this blacklisting continues in
Metzger’s otherwise fine volume.

Rabbi Joseph I. Schneersohn
deserves to go down in Jewish history
as the defender of the faith in one of
the most tragic phases of Jewish histo-
ry.  Indeed, he deserved the title
bestowed upon him by the
Munkatcher Rebbe, Rabbi Hayim
Eleazar Shapira: “Der Russische Leyb,”
the Russian Lion.

Zalman Alpert is reference librarian at
the Mendel Gottesman Library of
Judaica at Yeshiva University.

Sefer HaKuzari
by Rabbi Yehudah HaLevi, translated
(from the original Arabic into Hebrew,
with the original Arabic edition) and
annotated by Rabbi Yosef Kafach 
Machon Mishnat HaRambam 
Kiryat Ono, 1997
234 pages
Currently out of print. For informa-
tion, call 011-972-3-535-1119.

The Kuzari: In Defense of the
Despised Faith 
by Rabbi Yehudah HaLevi, translated
(from Hebrew into English, with the
original Hebrew translation of Rabbi
Yehudah ibn Tibbon) and annotated by
Rabbi N. Daniel Korobkin
Jason Aronson
Northvale, N.J., 1998
507 pages
Reviewed by Rabbi Chaim Eisen

During the past years, we have
begun to witness a burgeoning revival
of interest in the great pillars of classic
Jewish thought, passed down to us
from the giants who were the rishonim
(early rabbinical commentators).
These pathfinders, perhaps more than
any others, have the potential not only
to arouse academic interest but to
uplift and inspire us.  Their newfound
popularity may be the best antidote to
the crisis of faith and meaning that
seems so rampant in our alienated,
antiseptic society.

Most recently, this renaissance has
been crowned with the release of two
new translations (one into Hebrew
and one into English, as well as at least
one additional, newly annotated edi-
tion) of one of the most profound
classics of them all: Rabbi Yehudah
HaLevi’s Book of Response and Support
on Behalf of the Disgraced Faith —
more commonly known by its later
title, The Kuzari. The ongoing activity
that surrounds this monumental work
eloquently testifies to its enduring sig-
nificance and undiminished relevance,
over 850 years after its author’s
demise.  Any devoted student of
Jewish thought must be heartened by
these developments; as the Vilna Gaon
noted, “Sefer HaKuzari is holy and
pure; the fundamentals of the faith of
Yisrael and the Torah depend upon it”
(Tosefot Ma‘aseh Rav, 15).

The Trouble with Translations

To most readers who are only mar-
ginally familiar with Rabbi Yehudah
HaLevi’s masterpiece, the book’s osten-
sibly increasing renown must appear as
baffling as the Vilna Gaon’s singular
assessment of it.  If anything, the
book’s literary style (manifestly conver-
sational and placed quasi-historically
in an oriental, royal court that predat-
ed even the author by four centuries)
may intensify the sense that it is dated,
even as it enhances its readability.  For
the most part, available translations
have further augmented this antique
and arcane flavor, to the book’s detri-
ment, and compromised its accessibili-
ty as well. English-language readers

were forced to subsist on a 1905 trans-
lation that employs a forbiddingly
archaic style.  Even Hebrew speakers
were constrained, until less than forty
years ago, to depend upon the meticu-
lous but cumbersome original transla-
tion from Arabic, undertaken by
Rabbi Yehudah ibn Tibbon within a
generation of the book’s first release.

Ironically, Rabbi Yehudah HaLevi’s
choice of language for his magnum
opus was undoubtedly prompted pri-
marily by his concerns for its readabili-
ty and accessibility.  Arabic was not
only the spoken tongue of much of
Rabbi Yehudah HaLevi’s intended
readership.  It was also a language that
had already metamorphosed into one
of smooth philosophical expression,
thanks largely to the translation into
Arabic of most of the classics of Greek
philosophy during the ninth and tenth
centuries C.E.. The analogous adapta-
tion of Hebrew into such a mode of
expression began only in the twelfth
century C.E., under the aegis of such
great medieval translators as Rabbi
Yehudah ibn Tibbon (the “father of
translators”) and his eminent descen-
dants (at least three generations of
whom were noted translators from
Arabic to Hebrew).  Understandably,
this process initially demanded coinage
of new words and phrases in Hebrew
— and the consequent unwieldy syn-
tax that is endemic to the painstaking
ibn Tibbon editions.  In contrast,
expressing philosophical concepts in
lucid, fluid prose was surely among
Rabbi Yehudah HaLevi’s principal con-
siderations in forgoing the opportunity
to write in the Hebrew he adored,
even as he interpolated untranslated
Hebrew quotations (from classic
Jewish sources) throughout his text.

The special problems that faced
medieval translators of Arabic into
Hebrew underscore the complexity of
translation work in general.  As is
obvious to all who review Onkelos’s
Aramaic translation of the Torah in
discharging our obligation to study the
weekly portion with “targum,” a trans-
lator is perforce an interpreter; the fin-
ished product is necessarily a commen-
tary on the original. This realization
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prompted Rabbi Shmuel ibn Tibbon
(Rabbi Yehudah’s son) to solicit
Rambam’s advice before embarking on
his translation of the latter’s Moreh
HaNevochim (Guide of the Perplexed).
Rambam’s reply stressed the need to
abandon literal, word-by-word transla-
tion, in favor of a less rigorous render-
ing:  “The translator from one lan-
guage to another must first understand
the matter and afterward relate and
expound and explain [it] well, in a
manner through which that matter
will be understood … according to
[the syntax of] the language into
which he is translating.”  This liberal
approach is especially startling, given
Rambam’s admonition in Moreh
HaNevochim’s introduction, to those
who “desire to apprehend all that is
said in it,” “not … merely to under-
stand the general matter of each chap-
ter, but also to comprehend every
word that is said in it [apparently] by
the way … for nothing was said in this
treatise incidentally — rather, with
great precision and extreme care.…”
The conflict between Rambam’s stern
warning to the serious reader on the
one hand and his relaxed stated atti-
tude concerning translations on the
other highlights the translator’s dilem-
ma to this day.

As an historical postscript, we
should note that (regardless of
Rambam’s professed gratitude for the
finished translation)  Rabbi Shmuel
ibn Tibbon fairly ignored his mentor’s
lenient advice.  Ibn Tibbon transla-
tions in general are known (and noto-
rious) for their attempts at literal,
scholarly precision, even at the expense
of readability. Yet, it is to these very
qualities that the ibn Tibbon editions
owe their definitive importance.  In
contrast, Rabbi Yehudah al-Charizi’s
translation of Moreh HaNevochim
employed a style that is arguably far
more consonant with Rambam’s sug-
gestions for nonliteral rendering.
While his version also suffers from
inaccuracies, its nonliteral, less exact
style certainly bears much responsibili-
ty for its relative obscurity. The com-
parison between the styles of the ibn
Tibbon and al-Charizi renditions

(accuracy notwithstanding) aptly illus-
trates the predicament of the translator
who strives to be both readable and
right.  Only in this light can any seri-
ous translation — such as those by
Rabbi Kafach and Rabbi Korobkin —
be evaluated.

The Uniqueness of Sefer HaKuzari’s
Message — to Us

Before considering the specific mer-
its of the newest translations of Rabbi
Yehudah HaLevi’s classic, some appre-
ciation of the book’s enduring signifi-
cance and relevance is clearly in order.
The Vilna Gaon’s statement (quoted
above) and numerous similar approba-
tions through the ages testify to the
singular role that Sefer HaKuzari has
filled historically. Directly bearing on
this role is the momentous circum-
stance cited above: the translation into
Arabic of most of the classics of Greek
rationalist philosophy during the cen-
turies preceding Rabbi Yehudah
HaLevi’s birth.

The infiltration of rationalist philos-
ophy into — and its eventual ascen-
dancy in — much of the medieva l
Moslem world imposed upon Ju d a i s m
(as well as Islam) a new set of chal-
lenges that had never before been
e x p l i c i t l y, systematically addre s s e d
( e xcept perhaps to a degree by Philo of
Alexandria). Although clearly all
authentically Jewish responses to these
challenges we re based upon Bi b l i c a l ,
Talmudic, and Midrashic literature, the
formulations themselves we re perf o rc e
i n n ova t i ve.  Thus, the rise of rational-
ism was a major factor in the gre a t
blossoming of classic Jewish philoso-
p h y, which took place in the medieva l ,
Arabic-speaking world. (In light of
these challenges, it is by no means inci-
dental that Rabbi Yehudah Ha L e v i
named his masterpiece “A Book of
Response and Su p p o rt on Behalf of the
D i s g raced Fa i t h” and introduced “t h e
[Aristotelian] philosopher” at the
beginning of the book.)  We should
s t ress that, since we still live in what is
primarily a rationalist (or pseudora-
tionalist) society, the challenges faced
by Rabbi Yehudah HaLevi and his con-

temporaries and their responses are no
less timely — or cogent — today.

In a broad sweep (which, within the
scope of this ove rv i ew, must suffice),
almost all the Jewish responses to ratio-
nalist philosophy that emerged during
the early medieval period attempted, in
some fashion, to reconcile the ostensi-
bly conflicting We l t a n s c h a u u n g e n o f
Judaism and philosophy.  This re c o n-
ciliation was effected by diverse means.
(We certainly are not implying an
e q u i valence among the disparate Ne o -
Platonic, Aristotelian, and Kala’ a m i s t
a p p roaches developed during this peri-
od, nor is it our intention to eva l u a t e
the different systems that aro s e . )
Howe ve r, while the relationship to, and
e ven the definition of, philosophy va r-
ied widely, the basic attitude that
Judaism can and must be viewe d
t h rough some prism of reasoning was
practically axiomatic.  This perspective
is probably best exemplified by
Rambam:  Although Rambam unhesi-
tatingly rejects Aristotle’s conclusions
w h e re he finds them deficient and
incompatible with the fundamentals of
the Torah, his philosophical inquiry is
n e ve rtheless predicated upon subjecting
Judaism to the tools and premises of
rational analysis.

In dramatic contrast to all the classics
of Jewish philosophy that emerged dur-
ing this period articulating these vari-
ous approaches, Sefer HaKuzari stands,
virtually alone.  This does not mean
that Rabbi Yehudah HaLevi denigrated
reasoning or opposed using one’s intel-
lect.  On the contrary, in considering
the order of the blessings in the daily
Amidah prayer, he observes, “Among
the supplications, the one taking prece-
dence is the request for intellect and
understanding, for through them a per-
son can reach closeness to his God.
Therefore, ‘You grant knowledge to man’
precedes [all the rest]” (HaKuzari
3:19).  More generally, he exclaims,
“God forbid that any matter of Torah
contradict the testimony of direct observa-
tion or that which has been proven by
logic!” (1:67), and “God forbid that we
believe in that which is impossible or that
which the intellect rejects and regards as
impossible!” (1:89).  Furthermore, in the
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script that provides Sefer HaKuzari’s lit-
erary framework, it is surely no acci-
dent that the first scholar summoned
by the Khazar king after embarking on
his religious odyssey is a philosopher.

Yet, in Rabbi Yehudah Ha L e v i’s story
(as in an earlier tale related to R.
Chisdai ibn Sh a p rut by the Khazar
king Yo s e f, re g a rding his pre d e c e s s o r ) ,
philosophical speculation does not
p rompt the king’s quest.  Instead, the
e n t i re book is predicated upon a dre a m
that relates a message thre a d e d
t h roughout the text: “Your intentions
a re desirable before God, but your deeds
a re undesira b l e” (1:1).  To the philoso-
pher who is focused principally upon
thought, any statement ascribing
intrinsic significance to deed (as
opposed to gauging the value of deed
m e rely as that which engenders good
intentions or attests re t ro s p e c t i vely to
their presence) is patently absurd .
C o n ve r s e l y, through this starting point,
the king assumes the reality of an
i n s c rutable experience (and one as
utterly subjective as a dream!), not only
to spur his theological search but also
to dismiss, as irre l e vant to that searc h ,
the position of the philosopher (which
is incompatible with the dre a m’s mes-
sage) — whose words the king singu-
larly judges to be sensible (1:2).  Su re l y,
Rabbi Yehudah HaLevi did not expect
to convince his readers with a facile
argument based upon a dream that
none of them ever experienced!

To appreciate fully the critical role
and message of this opening dream, we
ought first to consider an equally
important dream, which appears even
more enigmatically at the beginning of
the book’s second treatise, following
over one hundred paragraphs of dis-
course between the king and the
Jewish sage:  “Afterward, what is
described in the history books of the
Khazars took place:  The king revealed
the secret of his dream to his vizier;
and, in the dream that now recurred to
him, he was told to go to the mountains
of Warsan, to seek there the deed desired
before God.  And the two walked
together — the king and the vizier —
to those mountains in the wilderness
beyond the sea; and, one night, they

happened upon a certain cave, to
which a group of Jews would come to
rest every Shabbat.  [The king and the
vizier] revealed themselves to them and
entered into their faith, being circum-
cised in that cave” (2:1).  In other
words, according to this startling nar-
rative, the king’s embrace of Judaism
was not prompted by any conviction
that resulted from the extensive dia-
logues of the book’s first treatise at all.
Indeed, one can scarcely avoid noting
how “fortunate” it was that the king
and the vizier stumbled into the
“right” cave altogether (as opposed to
one in which Christians or Moslems
might have congregated).  One would
think that the book’s tone would have
been far more resolute had the king, at
the end of the first treatise, simply
thrust up his hands and exclaimed,
“Eureka! I am convinced! Convert
me!”  One cannot help wondering
why Rabbi Yehudah HaLevi chose
such an implausible — and even coun-
terproductive — scenario for the king’s
conversion, effectively robbing
Judaism of the ideological victory the
book might otherwise have portrayed.

To the conscientious reader, who
bothers to ask such questions, Rabbi
Yehudah HaLevi’s message here is as
subtle as a well-aimed brick:  With all
due respect to reasoning and the intel-
lectual discourse that Sefer HaKuzari
comprises, these will never lead the
king — or anyone else, including us
— to embrace a religion.  The king
deems only the (Aristotelian) philoso-
pher’s statement sensible, a characteri-
zation he neither retracts nor applies
to any religion — Judaism included.
Conversely, the king never refutes
Christianity or Islam on rational
grounds.  He is unwilling to accept the
Christian’s religious interpretations of
historical experiences, “because they
are new to me, and I was not reared
on them” (1:5) — hardly a disproof!
Instead, he concludes by expressing his
commitment to “investigate” further,
without discounting the possibility
that his search might one day bring
him back to Christianity.  Even more
blatantly, the king’s initial refusal to
embrace Islam stems from his inability

to understand  Arabic, a prerequisite
of being impressed by the putative
divinity of the (untranslated) Koran
(1:6).  But illiteracy in Arabic would
surely be a weak argument if regarded
as a refutation of Islam — particularly
among the book’s original readership,
in Arabic, who clearly had no such
encumbrance and might take the argu-
ment as a tacit invitation to begin
studying the Koran!  The king’s reluc-
tance to adopt either religion should
therefore not be misconstrued as rejec-
tion; it simply underscores the extent
to which embracing any religion is
predicated upon subscribing to some
set of subjective experiences.

As Rabbi Yehudah HaLevi’s king
states explicitly, his eventual summons
of the Jew is intended not as a last
resort after other religions are defeated
but rather to provide crucial clarifica-
tion for the basic experiential notion
of divine revelation.  This, the king
comes to recognize, is a necessary pre-
condition for adopting any religion,
including Christianity and Islam.
Thus, on the one hand, since he
appreciates the Jews’ unique signifi-
cance as “the demonstration that God’s
law is revealed on earth” (1:10), he
feels compelled to probe, through the
Jewish scholar, this experiential basis of
Jewish belief.  On the other hand, in
contrast to his questioning the
Christian and Moslem about their
“ideas and practices” (1:4-5), the king
initially asks the Jew only about “his
belief” (1:10), because he is not even
i n t e rested in the Jewish religion per se (1:4).

In this manner, Rabbi Yehudah
HaLevi lays his groundwork for the
central focus of Judaism upon the
divine experience.  Theology is con-
spicuously absent from the Jewish
sage’s opening statement (1:11);
instead, he speaks exclusively of histor-
ical experiences.  Moreover, he finds
precedents for this approach in both
Moshe’s introductory declaration to
Pharaoh and God’s first words in the
Decalogue (1:25).  The emphasis is
placed not on rationally mediated
thought but on a divinely initiated
experience so intense — “seeing is
believing” — that it supersedes reason-
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ing in molding our conception of real-
ity (1:5).  Characteristically, when the
king asks his Jewish mentor to explain
through what natural course of
sociopolitical evolution Judaism arose,
the latter responds, “In such a manner
only systems that are based on human
reason are established and born, since
they are innovated by people.… Not
so regarding the system that has its
origin in God: It was formed at once.
[God] said to it, ‘Be!’ and it was — just
as in the creation of the world” (1:81).

It is especially instructive to consider
the archetypal role played by Avraham
in Sefer HaKuzari’s system.
Predictably, Rambam would portray
the patriarch as a model philosopher,
who “while [still] small, began to rove
with his mind”  (Mishneh Torah,
Hilchot Avodat Kochavim 1:3; see also
Moreh HaNevochim 2:13 and 3:24,29).
In comparison, Rabbi Yehudah HaLevi
finds greatness principally in tran-
scending that philosophical mode:
“Avraham [in contrast to the philoso-
phers] successfully endured Ur Kasdim,
the wandering, the circumcision, the
banishment of Yishmael, and the bind-
ing of Yitzchak in preparation for his
slaughter — because he apprehended
what he did of the divine essence expe-
rientially, not through reasoning.  He
saw clearly that none of the details of
his life was concealed from the eyes of
God and further saw that God was rec-
ompensing him continually for his
righteous deeds and guiding him in the
upright path.… And how then could
Avraham but mock his earlier logical
reasoning?” (HaKuzari 4:17; see also
4:27).  In the same vein, on a commu-
nal level, the divine experiences atten-
dant to the Exodus, culminating in the
revelation at Sinai, supplanted all the
philosophical speculation that the
nation might have previously enter-
tained:  “All those futile rationales
departed with that great event” (1:87).

In this light, we may discern Rabbi
Yehudah HaLevi’s motive in hinging
his protagonist’s odyssey — and his
entire book — on the subjective expe-
rience of a dream.  Granted, none of
us ever shared the king’s dream.  The
philosopher is surely justified in ignor-

ing it.  Yet, for the king, his dream —
his experiential starting point — is
real. And this is all that really matters!
We, too, have an experiential starting
point; our relentless search for truth,
like the king’s, does not take place in a
sterile, intellectual vacuum.  The his-
torical experiences of the Jewish peo-
ple, to which we relate either directly
or vicariously — compounded incre-
mentally by our own personal experi-
ences of purpose, value, spirituality,
and ultimately God — are all signifi-
cant to us.  While these lack the
ephemerality of dreams, they share
with all human experiences the same
inescapable bounds of subjectivity —
yet, they are meaningful and convinc-
ing to us, nonetheless.  A complete
human being (as opposed to a post-
modern, self-inflicted, intellectual
amputee) is, first and foremost, an
experiential being, endowed with such
nonrational senses as love and beauty.
There is more to a person than reason-
ing; there is more to life than that
which is rationally scrutable — and
there is more to Judaism than a philo-
sophical construct.  As Rabbi Yehudah
HaLevi observes (3:17), whenever we
approach God through the Amidah
prayer, we first address Him experien-
tially as the God of history — “our
God and the God of our forefathers,”
etc. — and as the God of nature,
“Causer of the wind to blow and of the
rain to fall.”  Only afterward do we
grapple with the abstract philosophical
concepts implicit in the blessing  “You
are holy,” etc.  We appeal to our expe-
riences, rather than our reasoning, as
the primary basis of our relationship
with God (3:5).

Two anomalous but critical words,
quoted in the book’s preface, are par-
ticularly noteworthy here: “vehamask-
ilim yavinu [lit. but the intelligent will
understand]” (Daniel 12:10).  Inserted
incongruously immediately after Rabbi
Yehudah HaLevi’s portrayal of the
book’s literary framework — with the
Khazar king’s dream and his pursuant
quest — this citation is all the more
intriguing, considering its usage in
other classic works.  For example, the
expression is mentioned or para-

phrased repeatedly (almost 20 times)
in the Biblical commentary of Rabbi
Yehudah HaLevi’s younger colleague,
Rabbi Avraham ibn Ezra, and in the
later Torah commentaries of Ramban
(over 50 times) and Rabbeinu Bachyai
ben Asher (almost 30 times).

Ty p i c a l l y, its context is esoteric; the
phrase is used to cap a cryptic passage,
intimating that only the initiated
“m a s k i l i m” may succeed in fathoming
the unspoken implications of the fore-
going.  In Sefer Ha Ku z a r i’s pre f a c e ,
h owe ve r, we might have failed to
notice anything exceptionally pro-
found!  Perhaps this phrase, with its
connotations of concealment, alludes
subtly to Rabbi Yehudah Ha L e v i’s hid-
den agenda in basing his entire book
on the subjective experience of a dre a m
— and his attendant message of the
divine experience, which permeates the
text.  Only the “m a s k i l i m” can appre c i-
ate that all of Sefer Ha Ku z a r i is encap-
sulated in the quaint story on its first
page. The book’s framew o rk alre a d y
sets it apart from all its alternative s .

In a world that often seems stifled
by rationalism, the song of Sefer
HaKuzari — by our foremost poet —
soothes like a breath of fresh air.  In its
wake, we should seek the significance
of doing a mitzvah not in the analyti-
cal depths of our rational understand-
ing of it but rather in the exhilarating
heights of our experience of it
(HaKuzari 2:26).  Thus, the book so
keenly resonates with the Torah.  After
all, Judaism appears far more an
“orthopraxis,” focused on correct prac-
tical applications — living Torah
through doing mitzvot — than an
“orthodoxy,” defined in terms of theo-
retical adherence to accepted, right
opinions, such as the mitzvot’s alleged
philosophical import.  This is the mes-
sage affirmed by the king’s first dream
and reiterated throughout the text
(e.g., 1:98, 2:50,56, and 3:23); while
desirable “intentions” and other ethe-
real thoughts may be valuable, specifi-
cally the experiential “deeds” them-
selves are decisive.  As the rabbi avers,
“If, after having completed the deed as
you were commanded, you beheld a
fire from heaven, or you found within
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yourself a different spirit to which you
had been unaccustomed, or portentous
dreams were shown to you or won-
drous signs — you will immediately
know that all these derive from the deed
that you had done earlier and that great
matter to which you had cleaved and
which you had reached” (3:53).

More generally, Sefer HaKuzari
enjoins us to brave life’s vicissitudes by
connecting experientially to the “larger
picture” of everything around us
(3:11). Ultimately, by directing us to
be especially sensitive, of all our expe-
riences, to the divine essence in our
lives, Rabbi Yehudah HaLevi not only
equips us with the fortitude to tran-
scend the challenge of the rationalist
philosopher. He provides us with the
wherewithal to prevail in the face of all
the challenges of life itself. Herein lies
the uniqueness of his masterpiece’s
message to us.

A Translator’s Rights — and Wrongs

For those Arabic-illiterates among us
(including this re v i ewer), constrained
to study Sefer Ha Ku z a r i in translation,
some of the semantic nuances that va l i-
date the above thesis may seem tenu-
ous and there f o re unsettling. T h e re is a
we l l - k n own joke about a rabbinical
scholar who dedicated his life to re s o l v-
ing apparent contradictions betwe e n
subtleties in Rambam’s Mishneh To ra h,
learning — upon confronting Rambam
himself in the World of Truth — that
the supposed subtleties he had so stru g-
gled to reconcile we re simply later
copying errors. I can attest to the anal-
ogous consternation of deriving fro m
passages in Sefer Ha Ku z a r i c o n c l u s i o n s
that lacked credence when sought in an
a l t e r n a t i ve translation.

As a case in point, after dwelling
(above) on the meaning of the cryptic
phrase “vehamaskilim yavinu” (Daniel
12:10) in Sefer HaKuzari’s preface, I
was appalled to find that the 1905
English translation simply deleted the
term altogether!  As corroborated by
Rabbi Kafach’s edition, which features
the Arabic source in facing columns
with his Hebrew translation, the
expression does appear in Rabbi

Yehudah HaLevi’s original text, as a
Hebrew interpolation.  In contrast to
the 1905 version, Rabbi Korobkin evi-
dently grappled with these words, ren-
dering them, “Hopefully, perceptive
readers will gain much understanding
from [the rabbi’s arguments]” (p. 2).
The dilemma of the translator as inter-
preter, outlined above, is clearly mani-
fest.  On the one hand, a literal rendi-
tion (“but the intelligent will under-
stand”) sounds relatively recondite.
On the other hand, while it is surely a
vast improvement over the 1905 edi-
tion’s glaring omission, one wonders to
what extent Rabbi Korobkin’s more
approachable adaptation preserves the
author’s intent.

In a broader sense, this question of
faithfulness to the source underlies
Rabbi Kafach’s preface to his transla-
tion and many of his footnotes, which
scathingly attack the popular modern
Hebrew translation of Sefer HaKuzari
by Yehudah Even Shmuel. In his pref-
ace, Rabbi Kafach argues that Even
Shmuel “in many places changed [the
original] beyond recognition, advanced
and delayed [passages], added and
detracted, and claimed that he was
incorporating his commentary into the
words of Rabbi Yehudah HaLevi” (p.
6). The publisher’s foreword charges
“that Even Shmuel tampered excessive-
ly with the text, and his conceptual
translation, as distinguished from a lit-
eral translation, at times is transformed
into an adaptation rather than a trans-
lation.… Are we not sinning against
ourselves, Rabbi Yehudah HaLevi, and
scientific truth, when we blur the dis-
tinction between a translation and an
adaptation?” (p. 2).

To be fair (as Rabbi Kafach notes),
Even Shmuel explicitly admits that
“according to the translational
approach that I have taken, my com-
mentary is incorporated into my trans-
lation” (Translator’s Preface, p. 74).
More generally, he asserts that,
inevitably, “every metarggem [transla-
tor] is always, in every generation, also
a meturggeman [interpreter], a com-
mentator” (ibid., p. 60). Indeed, he
quotes Rambam’s aforementioned
advice on translations as justification

for his liberal course (ibid.). Yet, even
such incontestable arguments can
hardly provide a license for major,
unattested modifications, merely for
the sake of enhanced accessibility. And
even a cursory comparison with the
structure and order of the original
indicates that Even Shmuel took great
liberties in his rendition.

Returning to Rabbi Korobkin’s trans-
lation, following a careful comparison
with the Hebrew translations of Rabbi
Yehudah ibn Tibbon and Yehudah
Even Shmuel, upon which it is based
— as well as the new translation of
Rabbi Kafach — one cannot help pon-
dering anew many of the issues that
Rabbi Kafach raises concerning Even
Shmuel. Rabbi Korobkin also quotes
Rambam’s advice on translations, and
his prose is certainly straightforward
and readable. For English-language
readers, his edition may well fill a role
parallel to that of Even Shmuel’s popu-
lar version, which may remain the pre-
ferred choice of many Hebrew-speak-
ing beginners. Furthermore, Rabbi
Korobkin’s appendices, especially on
some of the subjects that may elude
many students (such as Greek philoso-
phy, the date line, and Hebrew gram-
mar) present plainspoken overviews
that can facilitate understanding diffi-
cult passages of the text. These appen-
dices and many of Rabbi Korobkin’s
footnotes render some of the relatively
complex sections of Sefer HaKuzari
more readily approachable. Still, one
again feels repeatedly forced to wonder
whether too many liberties were taken
in adapting Rabbi Yehudah HaLevi’s
book rather than more rigorously
translating it.

Undoubtedly, in some instances, the
very act of translating from translations
has exacerbated this problem, since the
Arabic source was not consulted. While
dwelling on particular examples would
be inappropriate here, I feel obliged to
cite one with crucial Halachic conse-
quences. After Rabbi Yehudah HaLevi’s
king solicits and receives from his
Jewish mentor a list of Talmudic and
Midrashic statements in praise of the
virtue of living in Eretz Yisrael, the
king accuses the latter of “being lax in
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the obligations of your Torah, for you
do not strive to dwell in this place”
(HaKuzari 2:23). Both the reference to
“obligations of your Torah” and the
context (the Jewish sage was not an
inhabitant of Eretz Yisrael, nor was he
leaving it) indicate clearly that the
book presents the mitzvah of dwelling
in the Land as mandatory for all Jews
everywhere. The sage’s reply, uncondi-
tionally admitting his (and our) “sin”
and conceding the resultant hypocrisy
of our liturgical references to “Tzion”
(2:24), certainly leaves no room for
doubt regarding Rabbi Yehudah
HaLevi’s position. His only mitigating
halachic consideration would be the
exemption of “onès” (i.e., constrained
by circumstances beyond one’s con-
trol), the same grounds that exempt us
today from restoring the Temple ser-
vice, which is indisputably mandatory
as well. Therefore, the king’s indict-
ment is specifically for failing to “strive
to dwell” in the Land, since successful
aliyah, especially in Rabbi Yehudah
HaLevi’s lifetime, was far from assured
(see 5:23). The halachic ramifications
of this position nowadays, when Eretz
Yisrael is so accessible, are obvious:
Aliyah is an “obligation of your Torah,”
not merely an option.

Unfortunately, while all the Hebrew
translations accurately render the
Arabic “chak” as “obligation,” in the
European editions of Rabbi Yehudah
ibn Tibbon’s translation, the unvow-
elized “bechovat” (“in the obligation of
[your Torah]”) was spelt deficiently
(without the vav). Evidently, Rabbi
Yehudah Moscato consequently mis-
took it, in his Kol Yehudah commen-
tary, for “bechibbat” (“in the affection
for [your Torah]”).  Thus, Rabbi
Korobkin incorrectly renders the king’s
charge as “you must have limited affec-
tion for your Torah” (p. 79).  This erro-
neously implies that not striving to
dwell in Eretz Yisrael displays a lack of
affection but does not (also) violate an
obligation — definitely not Sefer
HaKuzari’s ruling. Ironically, in the
version of Rabbi Yehudah ibn Tibbon’s
translation printed in Rabbi Korobkin’s
appendix, “bechovat” is spelt unam-
biguously, with the vav (p. 389).  It is

spelt similarly in other modern releases
of the ibn Tibbon translation (follow-
ing Hartwig Hirschfeld’s critical edi-
tion of 1887), including those of Dr.
A. Tzifroni (Tel Aviv: Machbarot
LeSafrut, 1948) and Rabbi Mordechai
Genizi (Tel Aviv: A. Tzioni, 1969).

In Rabbi Korobkin’s second appen-
dix, “On Living in Israel,” he grapples
with “the rationale for living outside of
Israel” (p. 321), considering the posi-
tion articulated by Rabbi Yehudah
HaLevi in his book.  Rabbi Korobkin
presents the views of Ramban and the
Tosafist Rabbeinu Chaim, concluding
with a responsum of Rabbi Moshe
Feinstein.  This responsum derives
from Rambam (in Mishneh Torah,
Hilchot Melachim 5:9) that the mitz-
vah of dwelling in Eretz Yisrael dictates
“that only for the inhabitants of Eretz
Yisrael, there is a prohibition [to leave
the Land], which the Sages instituted.
But, from the aspect of the positive
[commandment], it is not mandatory;
rather, when one dwells there, one ful-
fills a mitzvah” (Iggerot Moshe, Even
HaEzer 1:102).  As Rabbi Korobkin
rightly notes, “This is the distinction
between a mitzvah chiyuvith — a com-
mandment that, if not fulfilled, brings
punishment — and a mitzvah
kiyumith, a commandment for which
one is rewarded for fulfilling, but is
not punished for not fulfilling [sic]”
(p. 323, n. 8).  However, while this is
irrefutably Rambam’s position, it
seems inappropriate, particularly in an
edition of Sefer HaKuzari, to ignore
Rabbi Yehudah HaLevi’s (earlier) rul-
ing, which explicitly differs.  Given the
practical halachic implications of this
position for Diaspora Jewry, one hopes
that, in future printings of his book,
Rabbi Korobkin will correct this error
in his translation and emend his
appendix accordingly.

Despite these and similar short c o m-
ings, Rabbi Ko robkin should be com-
mended for providing the En g l i s h - l a n-
guage public with an eminently re a d-
able edition of Sefer Ha Ku z a r i, which
had been sorely lacking.  Indeed, per-
haps such a rendition is needed pre c i s e-
ly in order to generate a gro u n d s well of
i n t e rest in a more rigorous ve r s i o n .

Even in He b rew, where we have now
merited such a scholarly redaction in
the hands of Rabbi Kafach, he himself
admits “that my translation is more
cumbersome than Even Sh m u e l’s per-
formance, because of [my re n d e r i n g’s ]
p roximity to the original” (p. 6).  And,
although Rabbi Kafach blames the
(unwarranted) ado pursuant to the pub-
lication of Even Sh m u e l’s edition for
delaying release of his own version by
25 years, the ongoing excitement engen-
d e red by that publication may well have
contributed significantly to the
immense, continuing re v i val of intere s t
in Rabbi Yehudah Ha L e v i’s masterpiece.
The approachability of Even Sh m u e l’s
rendition — the modern prose is both
fluid and lucid, and it is vowe l i zed as
well — has certainly fostered that
renaissance, from which Rabbi Kafach’s
translation will undoubtedly ultimately
p rofit.  We may hope that Rabbi
Ko ro b k i n’s production will likewise pro-
vide the impetus for re n ewed and invig-
orated study of Sefer Ha Ku z a r i a m o n g
those to whom the Arabic and He b rew
editions are inaccessible.  Thus, his
w o rk may spawn not only future trans-
lations but also a proliferation of stu-
dents and scholars of all the great pillars
of classic Jewish thought, lehagdil To ra h
u l h a’ a d i ra h — to magnify the Torah and
make it glorious.

Rabbi Eisen has taught Sefer HaKuzari
(and other classics) at Yeshivat Hakotel
and other yeshivot in Israel for the past
eighteen years, and has lectured on Jewish
thought throughout Jerusalem.  As found-
ing editor of the Orthodox Union’s jour-
nal Jewish Thought, he also wrote and
edited numerous essays in this field.  In
addition to Yeshivat Hakotel, he teaches
at the OU/NCSY Israel Center and in
the Torah Lecture Corps of the Israel
Defense Forces Rabbinate.  The author
gratefully acknowledges the comments of
Professor Yehuda Gellman and Rabbi
Yoel Yehoshua, who reviewed this article.
More generally, he acknowledges the
insights of his mentors and his students
with whom he has studied Sefer
HaKuzari over the years. 
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God is Missing…and they
think WE did it!
Addressing Our Doubts About God
and Judaism
By Rick Arons
BS”D Press, Skokie, Illinois, 1998
171 pages
Reviewed by Rabbi Matt Tropp

Which of the
Rambam’s 13
Principals of Faith
could you name,
other than the
two that are pop-
ular songs?  Were
you or your chil-
dren taught the
principles of
Jewish belief, or

were they assumedly “absorbed” less
formally?  Were doubts ever discussed?

As a freshman taking Rabbi
Benjamin Blech’s “Basic Jewish
Concepts” course in Yeshiva University,
I was introduced to an 800-year-old
debate between Rambam and Raabad.
Man is endowed with absolute free
choice, thus making reward and pun-
ishment meaningful, posits the
Rambam towards the end of his
Hilchot Teshuvah (5:5).  He then poses
the classic question:  Is not our free
choice curbed by God’s foreknowledge
of events?  Rambam explains that the
resolution to this dilemma lies in an
understanding of God’s unity, which
includes His knowledge, unlike man’s
knowledge — which is limited and sep-
arate from his essence.  This unity of
the Deity, the Rambam adds, is impos-
sible for man to truly understand.  

Raabad disputes the wisdom of rais-
ing questions that cannot be answered
completely.  It would have been better,
he claims, to leave the questions
unasked in the minds of the fully-faith-
ful, rather than introduce possible nag-
ging doubts about religious dogma. 

Both approaches have been main-
tained in Jewish thought throughout
the ages.  Some schools, communities
and rabbinic figures have tackled
explaining ikarei emunah [fundamentals
of faith] directly. The majority of rab-
bis and institutions seem to prefer the

Raabad’s reluctance to open the prover-
bial Pandora’s box.  Rabbi Blech deliv-
ered his own postscipt to the Rambam -
Raabad debate:  The Raabad’s position
was indeed tenable in the shtetl of yes-
teryear, but in today’s environment of
advanced education and public discus-
sion of religious tenets, Raabad would
likely concede to Rambam that we must
arm ourselves with as much knowledge
of the Torah’s philosophical positions as
possible.

Author Rick Arons has taken the
challenge one step further.  In God is
Missing... and they think WE did it!, he
proposes to address “doubts about God
and Judaism” harbored by many in the
contemporary “Who Cares?” genera-
tion.  His book is based upon the
premise that yesterday’s men of simple
belief have been replaced by a genera-
tion that is only vaguely aware of what
it is supposed to believe.

How do we speak to today’s teens,
who are often diffident, distracted and
fiercely independent of would-be adult
mentors, especially parents and teach-
ers?  In the first portion of God is
Missing, Arons speaks directly to his
teenage daughter in the nuance of her
language and thought.  

You are used to turning off those who
force you to think and reflect.…To you,
reality is dealing with your sisters, having
enough money to buy clothes, passing
your courses in school… dealing with
other people’s feelings…Who can you
believe or believe in? (p.8-11)

These blunt summaries of the
teenage dilemma seem harsh.  More
critically, do they confer legitimacy
upon behaviors and attitudes that we
ought to disdain, or at least ignore,
until they pass with the approach of
maturity and sophistication?  

I have spent many hours with
thoughtful and altruistic men and
women who determine subject matter
and presentation approach for the
Orthodox Union’s NCSY Torah study
sessions, and we have grappled with
this issue at great length.  Some of my
colleagues in education and outreach
believe deeply that by granting teens an
assumption of commitment and coop-

eration, we help engender these quali-
ties.  And I have seen them succeed,
operating in quasi-naiveté about the
loyalty of their students, as they model
their own enormous faith in Hashem,
passion for Torah study and love for
their fellow Jews — and eureka!  It rubs
off.  On the other hand, some realists
succeed by acknowledging their stu-
dents’ shortcomings of emunah and
hatmodah, adjusting expectations of
students accordingly and savoring small
and hopefully incremental accomplish-
ments.

The majority of God is Missing is
devoted to the exposition of our creed,
including God’s existence, free will,
reward and punishment, the nature of
the soul and many such issues.  Arons
presents complicated ideas in simple
language and reduces issues of major
complexity into digestible bites.  

One of the bonuses of God is Missing
is the inclusion of a discussion guide
for group leaders at the end of the
book.  Here we find a series of pointed
and provoking questions that will form
the basis of an interactive class or group
debate.  This section equally piques the
interest of the individual reader; the
author might consider placing it at the
front of the volume in future editions.

Rick Arons has set the very ambi-
tious and worthwhile goal of explaining
to all Jews, regardless of background or
affiliation, the purposes and principles
of our Jewish beliefs.  This work could
generate important discussions among
American Orthodox leadership on a
variety of topics:  Is it time to consider
teaching the basic philosophical under-
pinnings of Judaism, as well as the
more complex concepts, not only to
baalei teshuvah, but to the rest of us as
well?  Perhaps, reporting the findings of
those who have used God is Missing in
discussion groups or classes will
enlighten the debate.  

Rabbi Matt Tropp has been the 
director of the Etz Chaim Region of the
Orthodox Union’s National Conference of
Synagogue Youth since 1987.
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